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Childhood Influences

Rocketry Evangelism

Geek Chic

New Space

Commercial Launch

Commercial Space Market Share

“Escaping from Earth will not
always be astronomically
expensive. This will come…
through the development of
reusable boosters, which can
be flown for hundreds of
missions, like normal
aircraft.” — Sir Arthur Clarke

Landing Legs

How To Train Your Dragon 2

RocketMavericks

“Space travel is returning to where it started:
with maverick pioneers dreaming of journeys
to orbit and beyond, some carrying out rocket
experiments in their own backyards. The rise
of citizen astronauts has already begun.”
Sir Arthur Clarke, 2007

PhoneSat testing in the Black Rock Desert

PhoneSat remains at MakerFaire 2014

Flock of Doves

15 months:
6 launches
71 satellites in orbit
New build every 6 weeks

Over the Moon

Disruptive Innovation — Why now?
•
•
•
•
•

Cheaper Access
Simulation
Commodity Hardware
Dematerialization of Value
Global Markets

• Agile Aerospace

3D Printing

“This is the best view of the universe that a human
has ever had. We are gliding across the world in
total silence, with absolute smoothness; a motion
of stately grace which makes me feel God-like as I
stand erect in my sideways chariot, cruising the
night sky.” — Michael Collins, Carrying the Fire
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"it's so small…
and it looks like it
couldn't put up a
very good defense
against a celestial
onslaught."
— Neil Armstrong

B612

New Space opportunities
• Low cost launch

• Novel Launch Vehicles – for tourism and small sats
• Rethinking LEO
• Remote Sensing
• Broadband
[world-vu.net]
• Ultimate Recycling & Sustainability Challenge
• Energy harvesting, storage, and transmission
• Resource extraction
• Organic waste conversion, water purification
• Syn Bio: Anaerobic bioconversion

Evermore Moore

Electronics, April 19, 1965

Compounding Capacity to Compute

Source: Ray Kurzweil (each dot is a computing machine)

Why does technology accelerate?
“All technologies are combinations of technologies that already exist.” —
• Combinatorial Explosion
• Creates Economy
— “Science quickly became the greatest tool for making
new things the world has ever seen. Science was in fact
a superior method for a culture to learn.”
“Throughout history, the engine of human progress has been the
—
meeting and mating of ideas to make new ideas. The human race will
prosper mightily in the years ahead, because ideas are having sex with
each other as never before.”
• Urbanization
• Interdisciplinary Disruption
• Globalization

Disrupting Many Industries
robots & AI

explosive
post-CMOS
era

syn bio

agriculture

manufacturing

new space

Summary

Efficiency

Accelerating Technological Change
-

Interdisciplinary Renaissance
IT innervates $T markets
More Black Swans
Perpetual driver of disruption
⇒ Virtuous cycle for entrepreneurs
⇒ a great time for the new
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